
Positioning

Who is your 
ideal customer?



Positioning

This is similar to the customer avatar.

You want to know how old they 
are, if they are 

married/single/have kids. If they 
work or not and what kind of 
job they have. But you also 

want to aim at…

…people who 
can afford you!



Positioning

Depending on your niche, when you add 
people as a friend, you don’t necessarily 

know if they can afford you. 

So instead of looking at their 
Facebook profile and somehow 
trying to figure out if they have 

money or not…

…instead, we qualify 
out the ones with no 

money in our content.
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You see, people with money have 
problems too, but…

…their problems are 
usually different to the 
people with no money.
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Your goal is for your Facebook posts to 
make the ones who can afford you go 

‘that’s exactly me!’ (remember the feeling 
of recognition)…

…while repelling the ones 
with no money! Example…
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Example….

“My ideal customer is a 35-45 year old woman who works a senior corporate job. She could 
be married, but most likely is single. The demands of her job means she works away a lot. 

She stays in a lot of hotels where there is no cooking facilities and if there is a gym, it’s 
very limited. She eats a lot of food either on the go or in restaurants. 

She often has a couple of glasses of wine with her meal when she works away. This means 
she is eating rich food and drinking 3-4 weeknights per week. 

This is starting to take the strain - she’s put on around 20-30 lbs of excess fat in the last 
few years and is unhappy about her new body shape. She’d like to lose the weight, but she 

doesn’t know how to do it around the demands of her current lifestyle.”
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The key here is specificity. If you just talk 

about ‘how to lose weight’, you could 
attract anyone. But…

…the women with no money 
read your copy and don’t 

identify with it. So they don’t 
message you.

…if you talk about the 
problems of losing weight 
when you’re a high flying 
female executive who’s 

working away all the time…
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Worse still, many people 
actually do the exact 

opposite. They attract the 
folks with no money and 

repel the ones who can afford 
them! For example…
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• “Here’s how to stay fit on a budget!”
• “How to meet the girl of your dreams without 

spending a fortune on expensive dinners.”
• “How to run an online business without paying for 

expensive autoresponders and website builders”

What if you instead said…
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• “Here’s how to stay fit when you have a 
demanding job with lots of responsibility and little 
time”

• “How to know if your girlfriend loves you for you –
or for your money”

• “How to go from $20k/month to $100k month in 
your business – without investing more time”



Positioning
Important note – if you just simply go after 
the ‘entrepreneur market’, don’t assume 

they will have money.

The only money they are willing 
to invest is in business courses 
– systems, secrets, tricks to help 

them build their business. 

Most people describing 
themselves as an entrepreneur 
in their Facebook profile aren’t 
making any money – but they 

are trying to figure it out.


